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A MONTHLY PUBLICATION DEDICATED TO OUR MEMBERS & THEIR DOGS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE NEWFOUNDLAND CLUB OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

BACK TO SCHOOL
Can you really teach an old dog new
tricks? Of course you can! I think all of

FROM THE PRESIDENT…
NewfsPaper – Robin Welter, wow, what a wonderful job on your first NewfsPaper as acting Editor. The pa-

us (and our dogs) should take the time

per had wonderful visual appeal and was full of useful information with links to even more useful informa-

to learn something new this month,

tion. I greatly appreciate you keeping the essence of the prior editor, Gina Bonnell, intact but you added

whether it is a new training technique,

some of your own personality while being respectful and true to the NCNC. I know you put many hours of

a new grooming tool or product, new

work into the paper and we all greatly appreciate your time and effort. I am excited to see what you have in

health information, or just getting to

store for the upcoming issues. Great job!

know something new about our dogs’
personalities.

July Water Test - Before I write about the test results I want to be sure to give a huge THANK YOU to the

I also want to thank everyone for their

following: Judges - Debbie Rothwell, Pam Rubio, and Alex Hoops; Test Secretary & Catalog - Cherrie

kind words and great ideas for future

Brown; Chairperson - June Gibson; Judges Hospitality – June Gibson; Hospitality - Kathy Bracisco; Lunch

pages in the Newfs Paper. I’m working

Crew - Patty O’Brien and Kathy Bracisco; Gifts – June Gibson; Photographer – Robin Welter; Test Site Prep

on researching those ideas and finding

Team – Martin Vroegryk, June Gibson and Todd Bridge; Chief Stewards – Laura Gallagher and Gaby Co-

a platform of experts that we can all ask

hen; Stewards - Kevin Gallagher, Terry Parker, Lynn Baker, Gina & John Bonnell, Monica & John Brennan,

questions to. If you know of anyone

Debbie & Todd Bridge, Cherri Brown, Alex Hoops, Patty & Buzz Sondgroth, Edie Koster & Robin Welter.

who would like to be our “expert” in

Thank you for volunteering your time, smiles, and encouragement during the test weekend. On behalf of

health,

the group, I want to extend a very huge “Thank you” to Gaby Cohen and Martin Vroegryk for sharing their

training,

or

grooming,

or

conformation please let me know!

pond and home with each of us.

-Robin at Newfspaper@gmail.com
Our first NCNC Water Test of the season had a Hawaiian theme. The test site was decorated with bright
tropical colors and as each dog left the test site by days end, was presented with a lei around its neck. We
had warm weather and a warm pond and at times, some very welcomed gentle breezes. I wish I could say
we had a high pass rate, but I can’t. I believe the reason was due to the bad weather early in the water seaThe Newfs Paper is on Facebook!

son which delayed training by a couple of weeks. Most of the dogs who did not pass only failed one of the 6

https://www.facebook.com/ncncnewfspaper

exercises; just one exercise away from passing. I am very hopeful our September Water Test, being held at
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Lake Del Valle in Pleasanton will provide us with a much higher pass rate. We had some wonderfully cute
moments of, “ Newfy Gone Wild,” and some beautiful examples of how to get the job done.
Congratulations to: Rudy & June Gibson; Chloe & Amy Ryan; Joie & Jennifer Cyr; Mystie & Melanie Bigelow; McKenna & Rick Humphreys; Light & Erin Palmer; Sea & Monica Brennan; Twinkle & Cherrie Brown;
and Brody & Kathy Mitchell. I want to mention that some of the dogs that exhibited, whether or not they
passed the test, are rescued dogs now in their forever home. Congratulations to these outstanding dogs
and owners!
Sara Update – As you know I wrote my last article about my Newfy
friend, Sara. Sara traveled to Colorado with her mom, Linda, to take
her WRDX test. Sara missed passing the test by only one exercise on
both Saturday and Sunday. Sara is going back to Colorado, then to

13

Texas, and possibly up to Washington for her next attempts.
Good Luck!

DAWN DRUGE

THANK YOU!
We would like to thank and acknowledge the following people for their generous donations to the Health & Rescue
James and Regina Poulos
Bill Gustafik

NEWFOUNDLAND
HEALTH RESCUE

Debbie and Todd Bridge – in memory of
Sweetie and Tedi Bear

By Hazel Jacoby & June Gibson

Susan and Bill Liley – in memory of
Truffles and Taylor
Carolyn Johnson

DOGS IN RESCUE
ROCKYAdopted September 20th! Ya!

IZZY (#2)Being treated for heartworm, probably
will be in NH&R about 4 months.

ANGELA four year old black female. Will be
spayed and ready for a new home

WELCOME NEW
MEMBERS
Charm Hill & Adrienne Owen
8528 Banyan St.
Alta Loma, CA 91701
(909) 987-1976
cha_moinewfs@msn.com
Paul & Patricia Newbould
2440 Creestview Court
San Leandro, CA 94578
(510) 278-5017
saltwater94578@yahoo.com
GM Application for Publishing
Amy Ryan
22 Marques Ct
Danville, CA 94526
(925) 719-0518
artfulcharm@yahoo.com

HEALTH & RESCUE HEALTH TIP
We all know that weight management is a major factor helping our Newfoundlands stay healthy
and happy. So how can you tell if you need to have your pup shed a few pounds? We know
that “you should be able to feel each rib without pushing hard”. But what does this really
mean? Let's consider the following guideline: Make a fist with one hand. Consider your
knuckles as the ribs. Run your fingers over your knuckles – that is too thin. Now open the
hand with your fingers straight out and run your other fingers over the knuckles – that is what
the ribs should feel like. Now flip the hand over, palm up, with the fingers still outstretched and
feel just at the base of the fingers on this side – that is too fat.

HONORS & RESCUE
PARADE!
Hey all you NCNC rescue
Newfie owners, join us at
the Regional for the Honors
& Rescue parade! Look for
entry info in the Regional
premium coming soon!

GROOMING 101

WHERE TO

Gearing Up - The Basics - Part 1

TOOLS!

BUY GROOMING

One of the most beautiful things to look at on a well groomed Newfoundland is the coat, but it can be one of the
most intimidating things to deal with once you realize how much work and love goes into the upkeep that the coat
needs on a day-to-day basis. Take it up a notch and you’ll gather even greater respect for those who can work and
trim a coat into show condition, especially here in California where we lack the climate that enhances the full
undercoat that our mid west and east coast partners are able to achieve.
This page is going to cover basic tools and gear that many beginners, pet and show owner alike, will want to
purchase to keep that coat clean and tangle free. Everyone has their favorites, and you’ll learn through trial and error
what works for you and your dog(s), and don’t be afraid to ask other members what they like to use and what has or
hasn’t worked for them. As you get more experience you’ll expand your gear, but these are the basic tools you’ll
need to keep your Newfie clean and happy. Scissoring your dog is an art form so we will reserve a page just for
trimming in future newsletters. This will be Part-1 of our grooming series, so stay tuned for more detailed grooming
information using these tools in the upcoming newsletters. If there is a specific topic you’d like to cover please let me

Grooming Brushes

Now that you have a few basics down, here
are a few good places that members have
found their grooming tools, but look around
because prices and quality vary widely!
Grooming Tools & Brushes:
Pet Edge
Doctors Fosters and Smith
KV Supply
Amazon
Cherrybrook
Coastal Pet Products, Inc.
Scissors and Shears:
Pet Edge
Cherrybrook
Shampoo, Conditioners, & Products:
Isle of Dog
Plush Puppy
The Shampoo Lady
Cherrybrook

Slickers- Great for brushing
out thick coats and getting
to the mats and tangles.
Large size for the body,
smaller size for the hocks
and delicate areas. Careful
on the tummy though!

Pin Brush- Good for light
grooming on the top coat,
especially good for getting
out tangles and debris in
the coat. Great to use while
drying the coat.

Bristle Brush- Good for top
coat grooming and bringing
out the shine in the coat.
Look for boar hair and a
soft base.

Chris Christensen
Amazon
Blow Dryers & Replacement Parts:
Pet Edge
Cherrybrook
Chris Christensen

Grooming Combs

Grooming Tables & Bathtubs
Costco
Pet Edge
Amazon

Coarse Comb- Use to
comb out tangles,
undercoat, and debris.
Check pins though, they
can be sharp. Look for a
comfortable handle.

Rake- Essential during
periods when your dog is
blowing coat. The rake will
reach down to the
undercoat and remove the
dead hair.

Shedding Comb- Great for
removing dead hair,
excellent for breaking up
and removing mats. Look
for short and long tooth
design, with rounded teeth.

De-Matting Comb- Use on
thick, hard to get out mats.
Saws through mats and
tangles easily. Very sharp,
so caution is needed when
using this comb.

Nail Care

Grooming Accessories

Grooming TableConvenient to have around
when grooming and drying.
Most people cut the legs
down shorter to make it
easier to get dogs on and
off the table.

Dryer- One of your most
important purchases,
essential for drying your
dog quickly. Look for one
with variable speeds, a
long hose, and easy to find
replacement parts.

WHAT GROOMING TOOL CAN’T
YOU LIVE WITHOUT AND WHY?
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
SHAMPOO AND DETANGLER?
EMAIL ME AND LET ME KNOW!
NEWFSPAPER@GMAIL.COM

Tack Box- Keep your tools
handy in a tack box or a tote
bag. A good idea is to put
your name on your
equipment because its easy
to mix them up when you
are grooming in a group.

Booster Bath- Helpful, but
not essential is the booster
bath that raises your dog up
so you can reach all around
your dog.

Nail Grinder- One option is a
nail grinder, similar to a
dremel, that uses a sanding
band to grind down nails.
Easier to stop before cutting
the quick, better precision.

Nail Clipper- The other
option is to use a nail
clipper. Look for a
comfortable handle, spring
loaded action, and sharp
blades.

SEPTEMBER

BIRTHDAYS & ADOPTIONS
HAPPY SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAY/ADOPTION TO YOU!
If you’ve adopted/rescued a dog and not sure what the “birthday” is, H&R uses the adoption date!

BIRTHDAY

DOG

OWNER

9/6/1999

Merlin's Black Magic (Merle)

Keith & Sandy Mendia

9/6/1999

VN AM/CAN Ch Respons A.K.A. Cookie (Athena) WRD, CD, TDD

Kevin & Laura Gallagher

9/11/2001

Capriccio's You've Got A Friend (Wookie)

Arthur & Debbie Raymond

9/11/2001

Ch Capriccio's Courage Under Fire (Tank) TDI, CGC,TDD, CD

John & Gina Bonnell

9/11/2001

Capriccio's Fire and Rain (Magic) DD, CGC, CD

Catherine & Jon Lamoureux

9/24/2001

Just Kirby

Carmela & Dwight Ely

9/17/2003

Shash

Michael Reyer/Ursula Cabalzar

9/6/2004

Ch Kevaura's Dec of Independence (Indy) DD1, WD, WRD, CGC, TDI

Roland & Terry Parker

9/6/2004

VN Ch. Kevaura's Got Milk (Nikki) WD, DD, CD

Kevin & Laura Gallagher

9/6/2004

VN Ch. Brody WD, DD

Kathy Mitchell

9/6/2004

Kevaurs Doppeldock

Dianna & Paul Brink

9/14/2004

Osa's Tootle Loo Lula

Linda Parker

9/23/2005

Springhaven's Ruby Skye

Kristy Sieverson

9/1/2006

Bear

Sabine Schenck

9/20/2006

Osa's Twisted Sister

Linda Parker

9/27/2007

Doogie

Laura & Joe Camarillo

9/4/2008

Socorro's Giant Squiddy (Inky)

Jenni Lott

9/10/2008

Oceano e Karableu Ecco Domani per Acqua Terra

Rick & Donna Humphreys

9/2/2009

Waterbear's The Real Thing

Pamela Jackson

9/2/2009

Waterbear Xena Gal, WD, CGC

Sharyn Jeter

9/6/2009

Fireside Captain Colors Quintessential Man (Quit)

Celia & Dennis Gebhart

9/12/2009

Royal Flush's Calamity Jane

Dale & Edie Koster

9/18/2009

Kakiska's Donner Summit

Emma Taylor

9/19/2009

Saltydog's Dorothy Ann (Doe)

Donna & Bill Masters

9/19/2009

Salty Dog's "Bella" Noche

Colleen Cahill/Jerry Kinkade

9/19/2009

Saltydog's "Winnie"

Nick & Janine Hallas

9/26/2009

Sierraview's Rhamnus Fortius (Rhami)

Thatch & Melanie Durbin

REGIONAL RAFFLE NEEDS YOUR DONATIONS!
The Regional is right around the corner. We need donations. Sooo gather
up those dog toys, leashes and other treasures. We can make the baskets
for you or feel free to make your own. Do you know a vendor? Hit them up
for a donation. We are not able to give them a tax deduction but we will be
happy to let all know who donated what. Monica Brennan will be collecting
stuff from the south. Patty will gather stuff from the north. I will also be at
the September meeting. Even a few toys, treats, etc can be combined with
other donations to make a great basket. If you have a crafty side everyone
always loves a handmade item. If you cannot connect with either Monica or
myself you can bring items directly to the Regional Friday morning. Please
have your items there no later than 10:00 a.m. so the early birds will be
able to have a chance at all the great stuff.
Special request: If you have any old baskets or containers you no longer
need please donate those as well.

GOOD DOG UNIVERSITY
PART 1
By Jenna Bullis
We all would like to live with a well behaved, well trained, dog, right?
Many of us also enjoy participating in a variety of fun activities with our
dogs; agility, water work, obedience, rally, flyball, to name a few. The
challenge is, how do we train our dogs to behave the way we want
them to? All the tools, tricks, tips, and trainers proclaiming "their way is
the right way", out there can be overwhelming and confusing. How do
you choose what technique to use? Personally, I think two of the biggest problems we dog owners have is not making a conscious decision
about how we are going to train our dogs and not making a training
plan ahead of time. Let's examine the first half of this problem, how do
you want to train your dog. By "how" I'm talking about what general
method or system to use. This article will focus on the two broad umbrellas under which training techniques fall – traditional and modern.

Traditional Training
Traditional training (also referred to as “compulsion training” or
the “natural method”) is a tradition based on methods going
back to 10,000 B.C. or earlier. It uses skills that are more physical than analytic, these skills are usually acquired through apprenticeship or hands-on learning from a more experienced
trainer, and actual methods differ depending on the species or
individual you are working with. Fundamental components of
traditional training include the use of aversives, physical coercion, and punishment to modify behavior. Most importantly, traditional training acts on antecedents. Meaning, a thing or event
occurring before the animal’s behavior is what influences that
behavior. A common example is if the trainer is “dominant,” the
animal’s behavior will be influenced. It “feels natural” because it
is natural for humans to try to influence behavior before it happens. Traditional training is characterized by “modeling” (physically causing the behavior to happen, like pushing on a dog’s
rear to get them to sit) or “luring” (A hands-off method of guiding
the dog through a behavior, like using a food l used to guide a
dog from a sit into a down), and the use of physically aversive
techniques to teaching the dog to perform the behavior in the
presence of distractions (“proofing”).
Pack Theory
Traditional training is also based on the pack theory of dog behavior. Essentially this theory states; wolves live in packs where
there is a clear hierarchy or “pecking order”, more dominant animals are at the top and more submissive animals at the bottom.
Animals at the bottom of the pack are usually looking for opportunities to increase their rank. Supporters of this theory also believe because dogs are descended from wolves, domestic dogs
are essentially wolves, and they share this pack and dominance
mentality. Therefore, their behavior should be interpreted strictly
using the pack model; Domestic dogs see their human family as

a pack; and many domestic dogs are constantly seeking to
increase their rank in the family, to ‘dominate’ us. This leads
to a generation of dog trainers who recommend “rank-reducing” programs, physical force and punishment. One of the
worst and sadly most common is the concept of the “alpharollover” where the human forcibly rolls the dog on it’s back
and grabs it by the throat. Less extreme, more pervasive,
and seemingly more socially acceptable are yanking on the
dog’s leash and the use of choke and prong collars in an attempt to physically dominate the dog. Dispelling the Myth of
Pack Theory First of all, pack hierarchy concepts are based
mainly on a study done in 1947 by Rudolf Schenkel who
studied a group of captive gray wolves. Many of his observations were later invalidated through observations of wolves in
the wild. What researchers now know is that most wolf
“packs” are actually family units made of of a breeding pair,
the current season’s pups, and occasionally last season’s
yearlings. The parents (not “alpha” pair) are in charge and
disputes are rare. Also, most wolves do not live in groups
and the forming of packs usually happens in response to environmental pressure when it pays to cooperate for hunting
and scavenging. Secondly, and this one seems obvious,
dogs are not wolves. Regardless of the zoological classification, dogs have been domesticated and wolves have not. Domestication implies a range of important physical and
behavioral changes including a pleasant disposition (low aggression) and a temperament which makes it unlikely to panic. So to treat our pet dogs as if they are wolves seems
counterproductive.
Modern Training
(also referred to as “Operant Conditioning”, “Positive Training” or “Clicker Training”) is a technology based on scientific
principles developed in the latter half of the 20th century
(B.F. Skinner Keller Breland, & Marian Breland Bailey). In
modern training, skills are more analytic than physical, are
acquired through learning principals, and work with all species and individuals. Modern training is less intuitive as it acts
on postcedents, meaning, a thing or event that happens after
the animal’s behavior, is what influences that behavior. This
type of training requires active planning, good observational
skills and self-control on the part of the trainer.
What is “Operant Conditioning”?
Put simply, operant conditioning is the principle that a behavior an animal deliberately performs will result in a consequence of some kind, and that consequence will influence
whether or not the animal will perform that behavior again.
“Voluntary behavior” (a behavior the animal does deliberately) is referred to as “operant behavior” because thatbehavior
"operates" on the environment and is affected by the consequences. When a behavior occurs, a reinforcer (or consequence) occurs, resulting in the increase, decrease or

GOOD DOG UNIVERSITY
PART 1 - CONTINUED
By Jenna Bullis
maintenance of that behavior in the future. The reinforcers
may be delivered from the trainer, or they may be delivered
by the things that are ongoing in the world. What is a reinforcer? Reinforcers fall into 4 basic categories, referred to as
the 4 quadrants of operant conditioning. There are reinforcers that you add (Positive) or that you can take away (Negative). But be careful, the word “positive” does not always
mean something good.
• You can add something the dog enjoys like a tasty treat or
opportunity to play with a favorite toy (Positive Reinforcement).
• You can add something the dog doesn't enjoy like jerking
on the leash, hitting or yelling in a harsh tone (Positive Punishment).
• You can take away something good that your dog enjoys
like your attention or the opportunity to earn a reward (Negative Punishment). This is the principle at work when parents
give their children a “Time Out.”
• You can take away something unpleasant that your dog
does not like (Negative Reinforcement).
This is the principle of the “force fetch” and “ear pinch” techniques of teaching a retrieve. In the force fetch, the dog is
choked until it takes the dumbbell, then the choking stops; in
the ear pinch, the pain of the pinched ear stops once the dog
takes the dumbbell. One last term often discussed with the 4
quadrants, a 5th “quadrant” if you will, is Extinction. This principle is that a behavior will “extinguish” or go away on its own
if you do nothing. No consequence is added or removed, so
there is nothing to keep the behavior going. For Example:
dog jumps on person; person has no reaction at all so the
dog receives no enjoyment from the behavior, eventually decreasing the frequency of the behavior. Keep in mind that
there are behaviors that are inherently satisfying to our dogs.
We call these behaviors “self reinforcing” and an example
would be chewing on a bone. You could ignore the dog and
they would continue chewing just because they like it. For
some dogs barking is self reinforcing, they just plain ‘ole enjoy making noise! All quadrants work to change behavior but
good trainers should spend the most time in the positive reinforcement and negative punishment quadrants. Why? Because positive punishment and negative reinforcement
suppress behavior and we want our dogs offering behaviors
that we can influence. Operantly conditioned animals actively
try to learn new behaviors. They develop confidence because they have control over the consequences of their actions. They are enthusiastic because they expect those
consequences to be pleasurable. They remember behaviors
even years later because they were aware of them as they
learned them, rather than learning them without awareness.
Whether we believe in it or not, Operant Conditioning just is,
like evaporation or gravity or radioactivity. It's a phenomenon
at work in the natural world. If I do not believe in gravity, I will
still fall to Earth if I jump from the branches of a tree. It is not
just something you do to animals, but is the explanation for

how all behavior interacts with the environment. Operant
Conditioning occurs everywhere and anywhere there is an
organism with the ability to do anything. Look at your spouse
or roommate or child. There is operant conditioning operating
in their interactions with the world. So which method should
you use? As the person in charge in your dog-human relationship, you can avoid abusing your position of power, and
instead enjoy watching the bond between you and your dog
grow. To advocates of traditional training, who often claim
“But it works,” I say the following: it can work in the shortterm, for middle of- the-road dogs (not too anxious, not too
aggressive), and it carries many risks. The most influential
animal learning theorists, such as Skinner and Thorndike,
also favored reward-based techniques over punishment. So
let’s review the advantages of modern training:
• Builds a positive trusting relationship.
• Dog behaves with intent or purpose.
• Behaviors are retained over time.
• Dogs are confident and enthusiastic problem
solvers.!
Compared to some of the disadvantages of using
punishment in training:
• Potential weakening of dog-owner trust;
• Potential worsening of condition for stress-related
aggressive or fearful dogs;
• If regularly administered in the situation which
makes the dog ‘misbehave,’ punishment may make
the dog associate the punishment with the stressful
situation, increasing the dog’s stress to the situation;
• Risk of habituation: if regularly administered, the
dog may become increasingly unresponsive to
punishment, causing the need to frequently escalate
the aversive intensity of punishment.
Lastly, I will ask you this - if your dog had a
choice, which technique would he/she choose?
Editor’s note: Jenna Bullis is originally from Fremont, CA, and
attended college at San Diego State University where she
graduated with a BA in Psychology with an emphasis in animal
behavior. She has worked at Guide Dogs for the Blind in San
Rafael, CA since 1997 as a Guide
Dog Mobility Instructor. During her
career at Guide Dogs for the Blind
she has trained over 100 service
dogs and taught visually impaired
clients from all over the US and
Canada how to work with their dogs.
She has also taught more than 15
Apprentice Instructors how to train
service dogs for GDB.

SEPTEMBER PICTURE CONTEST

PAWSOME BLOG ROLL
Check out these blogs for fun, new, and
informative information for you and your

Grouchy Puppy
Pet Connection
BlogPaws

PAWTASTIC LINKS
Check out these links for cool new web
sites featuring new products and reviews:

Fetchdog

Pool Party!

dogs:

Bow Wow Beds
Silly Dog Magnets by Brianna Lennox
Congratulations to Carol Stohlgren for her picture of Bo and Storm on
vacation at San Simeon! This was their first time playing in the ocean
and it looks like they had a blast! You’re Newfs will be getting a Kong
Wet Wubba in the mail soon to take with them on their next swim!

HEAD TO TAIL HEALTH LINKS
Check out these links for interesting health and
behavioral information and news:
K9 Partnership
DVM360
Learn more about Acupuncture

WOOF! APPS FOR KIDS
Lex floating in his boat!

Ola cooling off in the pool!

What can you do when you are stuck in
traffic with a 5 year old in the backseat
screaming out of shear boredom? Throw
them your Iphone or Ipad and have them
play with a few of these fun dog apps!

OCTOBER PICTURE CONTEST- TRICK OR TREAT!
Ok, admit it! You dress your dog up
for Halloween and you love it! Well, if
you do then send me a picture of
your dog in his best costume for the
October picture contest by September 20th. Best picture wins a prize!
Email me:newfspaper@gmail.com

CUBE DOG
Customize and create
your own 3-D dog - free

TAP PUPPY GAMES
Simple games featuring
artist illustrations. For
young children - $0.99

MEET DOG MEMBER MAC!
IWASH MY DOGS
Dirty Dog? Get him clean
as a Newfie with this app! $1.99

Owned by: Mike Basile & Family
Age: 11 months
Favorite Activity: Chewing

AROUND THE WORLD
WITH LILUP
Drift around the world with
Lilup, the cloud dog. Great
bedtime story for kids, you
can read it yourself or read
along.

Favorite Toy: Hard cover books, especially fiction. Articles of
clothing currently being worn. Anything as long as he can use his
teeth
Favorite Food: Tuna!
Nickname: Macadamia
Bad Habit: See #3 above!

WORKING DOG
Donations Still Needed!
The Working Dog Committee is looking for
your help for the upcoming raffle at the Del
Valle water test in September! If you love
that moment when your ticket is pulled out
of the bag then join in on the fun! Do you
have a Newfoundland item you would like
to share with other members? Do you
have a favorite toy or piece of dog gear
that you can’t wait for another Newf to try
out? Bring it on down to the test! Contact
Donna or Rick Humphreys and let them
know what you’ll be donating to the raffle!
(925)-757-6196

THANK YOU!
NCNC Would like to thank the following businesses for
their donations to the raffle at the September water test!

Juicy Jowls by Otiswear

Newf Emporium & Friends Inc.

Dog Works, Inc.

www.otiswear.com

www.newfemporium.com

www.dogworks.com/store/

NCNC’s July water test was held at Gaby Cohen and Martin Vroegryk’s home, better known
as “The Lincoln Pond.” We were very lucky to have weather in the mid 90’s with very
welcomed slight breezes, which allowed for water articles to not drift too far from the drop site.
Chair people June Gibson and Dawn Druge elected to have a Hawaiian-themed water test,
decorating the test site with bright Hawaiian colors and presenting a Lei to each dog as they
left the test site.

SEPTEMBER
WATER TEST

The Saturday, July 30th test was judged by our own Pam Rubio and visiting judge from
Southern California, Debbie Rothwell. Our judges were paired well and made for a very calm,
relaxed, and supportive test environment. We had 25 entrants; 11 in the WD class and 14 in
the WRD class. 2 new WD titles were earned. The first by Ch Kevaura’s Return to Sender,
DD, aka Rudy, handler June Gibson, owned by June Gibson and Hayley Ennis. Our 2nd WD
title was earned by Soda Creek’s Why Not, DD, aka Chloe, handler Amy Ryan, owned by
Amy & Donna Ryan. 4 WRD titles were earned, beginning with Visions of Joie Makin Waves,
WD1, aka Joie, handled by Jennifer Cyr, owned by Stephen and Jennifer Cyr; Mystie,
Newhall’s Mystery Girl, CGC, RN, DD1, WD, aka Mystie, handled and owned by Melanie
Bigelow; Ch Karableu-Seacrest Miss-Sea, WD, aka McKenna, handled by Rick Humphreys
owned by Rick & Donna Humphreys; and VN Ch Coastalseas Light on the Horizon, CGC,
CD, DD1, TDD, WRD1, WRDX2, aka Light, handled and owned by Erin Palmer. Congratulations!
The Sunday, July 31st test was judged by our own Alex Hoops and again our wonderful
visiting judge, Debbie Rothwell. I don’t mean to be redundant but yet again, a wonderful
pairing of judges. We had 25 entrants; 10 in the WD class and 15 in the WRD class. 1 new
WD title was earned by Karableu’s Wait N-Sea, aka Sea, handled by Monica Brennan, owned
by John & Monica Brennan. A huge congratulation goes to Monica, as this is her first ever
working title! 4 WRD titles were earned by, Mystie, Newhall’s Mystery Girl, CGC, RN, DD1,
WD, aka Mystie, handled and owned by Melanie Bigelow; VN Ch Coastalseas Light on the
Horizon, CGC, CD, DD1, TDD, WRD1, WRDX2, aka Light, handled and owned by Erin
Palmer; VN WA Ch Nakiska Shines at Aukai, CDX, TDX, RE, TDD, WRD4, WRDX, aka
Twinkle, handled and owned by Cherrie Brown; and VN Ch Kevaura’s Midnite Wildfire, CD,
DD1, TDD3, WRD3, aka Brody, handled and owned by Kathy Mitchell. Congratulations!
The test was very well organized and supported by the many NCNC volunteers who helped
steward the event. Without all of these outstanding volunteers we would not have been able
to provide a well-organized Water Test. Thanks to each one of you for your time and support.
Also, a big thank you to all of the competitors! The rest of the entrants are so close to passing
that I am sure we will be reading about each of them earning their respective titles in our
September Test at Lake Del Valle in Pleasanton. Good luck!

Jen Cyr and Joie

Roland Parker and Riley

PHOTOGRAPHY 101-

BASIC TIPS FOR PHOTOGRAPHING YOUR DOG
By Karyn Carpenter
You are owned by a Newfoundland. She is the love of your life and you want a really great
photograph of her, but you just can't seem to come up with a photo you are really happy with.
Sometimes you think you're close - but you wonder what you can do to improve. Well, I'm a
professional photographer and I can assure you - I have those photo shoot days, too. But there
are a few things you can do to increase your odds of getting a good photo of your Newfoundland.
Before I start, let me stress - you do NOT need $10,000 worth of equipment to take beautiful
images, and frankly, the bigger the lens, the bigger the hassle, as far as I'm concerned. You can
do a lot with an inexpensive point and shoot, a good eye and some knowledge. So, what are
some things to remember?

1

Move in close. If you have to explain to
someone "this is a photo of my dog" - throw
it away and try again. Don't lose the subject
in the background. That's not to say that
there are not times you want a fair amount
of background to give an image setting, but
it needs to be obvious what your subject is.

2

3

Get low. That, or raise your dog up to
your eye level. Through the eyes you can
see an animal's soul, so get the eyes in the
photo. Get your creaky bones down on her
level so you have a nice clear shot into her
face. Getting low does another thing - it allows you to see the world from the dog's
viewpoint. The grass becomes texture, the
rocks nice foreground. The downside to
this? Well, if your dog doesn't sit and stay,
you may be rolling around a lot to try to
keep up with him, and frankly, getting up
off the ground gets harder all the time….
So get out today and take that portrait, before the knees get any weaker!

VISIT KARYN’S WEBSITE AT:
KARYNCARPENTER.COM,
for more samples of
Newfoundland photographs.

4

Pick your background carefully.
With dogs, you want to avoid distractions
that are personal to her, like the rabbits running around the yard if your dog has a high
prey drive. But, you also want to avoid
placing the dog where there are lots of power lines in the frame, ugly houses, car tires,
people's legs, etc. You also want to - and I
can not stress this enough - look for contrast. Do not photograph your black Newfoundland in front of the mouth of a cave!
Take her to the river and photograph her
against the light water, or against the blue
sky.

Let there be light. No, really! I'm sure
you've taken photos, only to be disappointed
that the area where Gracie was is just a
black hole in the image. That fur absorbs
light like crazy so this is the time to pop a
flash unit on your camera or fuss with your
point and shoot to engage the flash. You
may have to refer to a manual but if you can
increase the level of flash to one or even two
stops "over exposure", now's the time. (I say
this assuming you are photographing your
Newf by itself and not with your child - because if you do this with your kid, you will
lose detail in the child.)

These are just a few basic tips to get you started photographing your Newfoundland. Do
you have questions or a photograph of your Newf you would like a few pointers on? I've
started a new blog to to try to help. I'll be taking images, pointing out their strengths and
offering a few gentle thoughts that might improve your image. To be participate, go to
NewfhuggerPhoto.blogspot.com

5

Photograph at a magic time of
day. There are two beautiful times of the
day to photograph. The world is bathed in
light that has a nice rich glow, and shadows
are created that give depth to your images.
Sunrise is one of these times. (I personally
try to avoid this light - not because it isn't
beautiful but because I'm cranky that time of
day. But, don't let that stop you if you are a
morning person.) I tend to shoot at sunset.
Position your newf so the nice low light hits
your dog and lights up the fur. A few warnings with this. Basically, you are going to
have the sun behind you so the dog is lit, but
remember - at least one thing is between
your dog and the sun! YOU! You don't
want shadows racing across the dog - or
even into the photo - so move around until
you are not a problem. (You might have to
get low, raise the dog or photograph from a
slight angle.)
If you find that you are shooting at an angle
to the sun, it is still a good idea to put the
flash on because you may have the sun
lighting one side of the dog but the other
side in shadow. Open up that shadow side
with your flash.
Finally, some dogs are sensitive to sunlight
so watch for squinting. Have your dog turn
its head slightly or, again, move around so
she isn't facing directly into the sun.

PHOTOGRAPHY 101- CONTINUEDCATCH UP WITH KARYN AND ARAYO!

ARAYOSRIDE.BLOGSPOT.COM

In order for me to go on a trip with just one Newfoundland it requires
a day of strategically packing the van and numerous articles of gear
to make sure the dog is more comfortable traveling than either one
of its human companions. Now imagine packing up your dog and
your belongings for the adventure of a lifetime; a quest so significant
that it requires strategic packing of the mind and the soul to drive
across the U.S. and Canada for over a year with your Newfoundland.
In the summer of 2010 Karyn and her Newfoundland, Arayo, headed
out on an exploration in search of stories, adventures, and special
moments in order to see world through the eyes of her lens and the
companionship of her dog. Please visit her blog,
arayosride.blogspot.com to read more about the trip from the beginning and to share in their experiences and acquaintances in their
travels. We’ll be tracking their progress in the newsletter so stay
tuned to see where Karyn and Arayo are each month!

Karyn’s car before the start of the trip

Karyn started as a professional photographer in the mid-90’s, opening up a small studio in Seattle photographing weddings, families,
pets, and businessmen. But her desire is to capture the personality
and people of her travels, and to experience moments in American
history for herself. Her photography portfolio can be found at
www.karyncarpenter.com.
Karyn’s work speaks for itself and I want to thank her for generously
offering to give us budding dog photographers a few tips on how to
photograph Newfoundlands.

Karyn and Arayo, picture by Judi Randall

Arayo in Newfoundland, photo by Karyn

SEPTEMBER
WATER TEST
September 10-11, Del Valle Regional Park, Livermore, CA

NCNC WATER TEST- TAKE 2

The September Water Test is this month so start
packing your gear because it’s going to be a great
test! Judges on Saturday are Laura Gallagher and
Rick Humphreys, and on Sunday are Gaby Cohen
and Martin Vroegryk with observer judge Ceilia
Gebhart. Please come join us for two days of water
fun, raffles, and good times with your Newfie
friends!
WHERE TO STAY: A group campsite has been
reserved at Del Valle Regional Park for Friday,
September 9th and Saturday, September 10th. For
additional
info
contact
Walt
Parsons,
waltparsons@gmail.com (925) 934-0775.
Motel 6, 4673 Lassen Road, Livermore, CA (510)
443-5300
DIRECTIONS: Del Valle Regional Park is located
on Del Valle Road off Mines Road south of
Livermore (parking fee). Exit I-580 eastbound or
westbound in Livermore at North Livermore
Avenue. Head south and proceed through town
(North Livermore Avenue will become South
Livermore Avenue in town). About 1.5 miles outside
town, turn right at Mines Road, go about 3.5 miles
and continue straight on Del Valle Road (Mines
Road turns left). The park entrance is about four
miles ahead.

2011 MEETING

& EVENT CALENDAR
NCNC MEETING SCHEDULE (UNLESS OTHERWISE PUBLISHED)
MEETING TIMES:
Board - 10:30 AM
Potluck Lunch - 12:00 Noon
General Meeting - 1:00 PM
Please leave dogs at home for meetings unless host is contacted first.
WHEN
September 10 & 11

WHAT EVENT
Water Tests

WHERE IT WILL BE
Del Valle Park, Livermore, CA

WHO TO CONTACT
Pam Rubio

408-847-1641

pamelar@garlic.com
September 17

Walnut Festival Parade

Walnut Creek, CA

Walt Parsons 925-934-0775
waltparsons@gmail.com

September 25

General Meeting

Castro Valley, CA

Hazel Jacoby 510-582-9027
jhbar@comcast.net

October 28

Regional Specialty

Dixon, CA

Pam Rubio/Gina Bonnell 408-847-1641
pamelar@garlic.com

November 12 &13

Draft Tests

Lagoon Valley Park, Vacaville, CA

Laura Gallagher 707-447-9079
kevaura@pacbell.net

December 3

Holiday Parade

Pleasanton, CA

Walt Parsons 925-934-0775
waltparsons@gmail.com

December 10

Christmas Party & Meeting

TBD

TBD

January 1, 201

Annual Planning Meeting

Hayward, CA

Linda Maggy 510-886-9385
merlem3@aol.com

January 15, 2012

General Meeting

Castro Valley, CA

Hazel Jacoby 510-582-9027
jhbar@comcast.net

February 25, 2012

Annual Banquet & Meeting

TBD

TBD

April 1, 2012

Draft Test

Christmas Hill Park, Gilroy, CA

Pam Rubio 408-847-1641

NEWFS OUT & ABOUT…

pamelar@garlic.com

LOOKING FOR FUN THINGS TO DO
WITH YOUR DOG? CHECK OUT THE
FOLLOWING EVENTS COMING UP….
All-Star Dog Run Santa Cruz, October 23 -Take a
scenic walk with your pup through the Nisene
Marks State Park redwoods. Benefits the Morris
Animal Foundation. www.allstardogrun.com

K9 Cancer Walk, October 9- Vasona Lake Park,
Los Gatos. Walk for raising funds for researching
cancer prevention, treatments, and detection.
Morris Animal Foundation, Sandy@caninek.org

NCNC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT
Dawn Druge 707-326-1308 Chinook3@comcast.net

Advertising &
Editorials

VICE PRESIDENT:
Kevin Gallagher 916-847-4906 kevaura@pacbell.net
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY/ RESCUE CHAIR
June Gibson 714-292-8461 Jdgibson2525@att.net

HALF PAGE: $7.50
QUARTER PAGE: $4.00
BUSINESS CARD: $2.50

RECORDING SECRETARY/ EDUCATION CHAIR:
Lynne Baker 530-587-5384 Noofmom@aol.com
TREASURER:
Hazel Jacoby 510-582-9027 Treasurer@aol.com

Articles and/or photos must be submitted
by the 20th of each month for publication
in the next issue. Digital photos should be

NCNC COMMITTEE CHAIRS

submitted in high resolution.
Send to: robinwelter@gmail.com

Advertising, commercial or
otherwise, will be accepted for
publication in the Newfs Paper
subject to the editor’s discretion.
The Newfs Paper is a regular
publication of the Newfoundland
Club of Northern California
(NCNC). Articles published are
the opinions of the authors and
not necessarily those of the board
of NCNC or those of the board of
NCA. Articles published, which
are of a medical nature, are the
opinions of the authors only.
Consult your veterinarian before
attempting to diagnose, medicate,
or severely change the dietary
habits of your dogs.

DIRECTORS:
John Bonnell 408-309-2991 bonnell_j@yahoo.com
Debbie Bridge 916-340-5230 bridge@newfs.com
Rick Humphreys 925-757-6196 karableu@pacbell.net
MEMBERSHIP
John & Gina Bonnell 408-309-2991 Bonnell_2001@yahoo.com
NEWFS PAPER EDITOR:
Robin Welter 415-272-0914 Robinwelter@gmail.com
SUNSHINE COMMITTEE CHAIR:
Linda Maggy 510-886-9385 Merlem3@aol.com
WAYS & MEANS:
Patti & Buzz Sondgroth 530-809-1817 Grannypat4@hotmail.com
WORKING DOG CHAIR:
Dana Kuo 209-384-7679 ilovenewfs@gmail.com
NEWFOUNDLAND CLUB OF AMERICA
http://www.ncanewfs.org/
2012 NATIONAL SPECIALTY
http://www.ncanationalspecialty.org/

"Newfoundland dogs are good to save
children from drowning, but you must
have a pond of water handy and a child,
or else there will be no profit in boarding a
Newfoundland." -JOSH BILLINGS

NCA MEMBERSHIP
http://www.ncanewfs.org/members.shtml
NEWFTIDE
http://www.ncanewfs.org/newftide.shtml
NCA MEETING NOTES
2011-05-01_3 NCA Board of Directors Meeting
2011-05-03 NCA Annual Membership Meeting
2011-05-03 NCA Board of Directors Meeting
2011-06-16 NCA Board of Directors Teleconference

